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Abstract  
 

 

The present research intends to evaluate the place of women in a mythological play 

NAGA-MANDALA by Grish-Karnand in a symbolical and wide perspective. 

Girish Karnands enthrals the minds of human beings with his poetic sense. He 

rights of human emotions wrapped up in folk tales. this stands typically true in the 

case NAGA-MANDAL which was published In 1998.like most of other place 

Girish Karnand theme has been picked up from folk lore’s of kannada through the 

play has classical touch and scholarly text yet it is thoroughly simple and clear in 

NAGA Mandala he combines two folk stories-the flame story and story of Rani 

and Appanna 

 

Introduction 

 
 

The play NAGA MANDAL opens in village campus where temple is the base of 

the story. The prolong sets up the mood of the play. The almost ruined temple and 

the shattered idol of the deity talks about a mystical theme. The play has a dream 

like structure where a reader is compelled to suspend his disbelief like typical 

folk story. In NAGA MANDAL Girish kannand places females in central of the 

story. As the play open the audience comes to know about the men trying to 

be awake. It combine with a subplot where women are projected with the story of 

Rani and Appanna. This subplot constitutes the story that has been surviving in 

kannada folk lore for the long time and has become part of their culture. Females 

are projected in the story as great receptor of pleasure that need completeness from 
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male. Women in this play are projected as flame of desire that have insatiable 

desire for sexuality, sensuality and other carnal desire and other intellectual 

yearning’s. Kannand makes use of this female myth and give us a glimpse of the 

female world through the flame throwing light on the fact that no men can escape 

the periphery of female desire. Girish Kannand breaks the myth that sexual is a 

taboo for female folk. They also enjoy nocturnal pleasure with no contempt 

towards anyone. As soon as delight in the village vanishes the flames in the ruined 

temple where the hero is taking rest for the night. At this time the flames discuss 

among themselves the issue of their physical desire as well as their household 

responsibility. The play combines the problems and the status of women in male 

dominant society. In the folk lore of their home women are hardly allowed to speak 

their minds. They are occupied with chores. They have only duty to perform and 

no right to demand. In this play the place symbolizes women who flee their houses 

to be among other women to do all kind of slander-mongering. Like flames women 

should do their jobs as other need them. After male needs are over female are 

rejected like flames. Women have a central role in this play and they have 

symbolic meaning. Women are represented as demanding free minded and 

outspoken sex. 

 

 

 

Review of literature  

 
I have done review of literature before touching upon this topic. The first 

review to be presented here has been picked up from Pushpanathan 

Thiruvengadam’s paper “Indianans in Girish Karnad's Nagamandala”. 

This paper tries to evaluate the position of female folk in Indian modern 

society through mythology. The second review has been used from DR. 

SHAILAJA B. WADIKAR’s paper “plight of females in NAGA-MANDALA”. In 

this paper she tries to sum up the rights and duties of females.  
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Objectives of the research 

The main objective of the research to understand the place of women in modern 

society through the depiction of mythological characters of Rani and Appanna 

who stands for males and females respectively. Another objective of the research 

to try and understand gender politics in typically male dominant society. Another 

objective is to find that the power shift between males and females is not only a 

new concept but an old one.  

Methodology 

The methodology used during this research paper is through content analysis 

and observation. This methodology has been chosen because the subject is 

highly literally and social. It hardly requires any scientific data. The subject 

needs human touch and understanding. 

  

Data presentation and analysis 

 

In this plot of the play males do not intrude into the world of female much. Female 

enjoy high voltage and unlimited freedom in Girish Kannada Naga Mandala. This 

is the reason why Girish 

Kannada picks up the story of Rani and Appanna which then sheds light on the 

conflict between both genders (Male and Female). The plot revolves around a Rani 

who is completely devoted to her husband and is a thoroughly pious and virtuous 

woman.    

Her husband pays no attention to her or her needs. Though she is completely 

honest yet she is badly deceived by her husband who carries out extra marital 

relations with other women after locking Rani in her room. One day Rani’s servant 

tells her to seduce her husband so that he doesn’t become dishonest. To serve this 

purpose she gives a root to the Rani and asks her to mix it with food. Rani does the 

same and a strange creature appears. After being terrified Rani throws the mixture 

which accidently falls upon a NAGA (Black Cobra). Fascinated by the mixture the 

NAGA falls in love with Rani. The cobra is blessed with the skill of aquaring any 

body and there upon adopts the physical shape of Rani’s husband Appanna. In 

Appanna’s absence the NAGA enters Rani’s bedroom and makes love to her which 
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not only satisfies her carnal desires but also gives her emotional enrichment. Rani 

eventually feels fulfilled in all walks of life and starts living happily. She soon 

encounters double bladed nature of her husband. During day Appanna discards her 

in his actuall being but during night time the NAGA makes love to her in the form 

of Appanna. When Rani comes to know about the reality she is caught between 

body and soul. On one hand she loves the NAGA and pines for his contury while 

on the other hand she feels like a cheat. The NAGA ultimately secrifices himself 

and in order to reunite Rani and Appanna by committing suicide by strangling 

himself in the lock of her hair.  

 

Thus the play talks about the place of women in traditional as well as modern 

sense. Through Rani the writer depicts female folk in incomplete sense whether it 

be physical, emotional, spiritual and ethnical sense. In Karnad’s play, it sacrifices 

itself for the happy life of Rani and Appanna. According to Pushpanathan 

Thiruvengadam “the play dramatizes man’s attitude to woman in a patriarchal 

society, mistrust, infidelity and lack of communication, breaking family life and 

the institution of marriage, and it reaffirms the significance of motherhood as the 

cementing factor in the family and the society. The play upholds the significance 

of family, marriage and society” 

 

The paly NAGA MANDALA throws light on the effect that the gender politics 

was promienent in mythology as well as social circuit of modern life. According to 

DR. SHAILAJA B. WADIKAR “The society projected in the play is divided on 

the basis of gender. The play criticizes gender biased values and morals of this 

patriarchal society where women have been oppressed for centuries together. On 

the day of trial, Rani has been asked to prove her chastity by giving an ordeal while 

Appanna goes unquestioned, even unnoticed. Appanna enjoys extra-marital 

relationship quite openly with the concubine and tries to punish Rani severely for 

the same when she is even unconscious and ignorant of the sin of adultery” 

 

The society projected in the play is divided on the basis of gender. The play 

criticizes gender biased values and morals of this patriarchal society where women 

have been oppressed for centuries together. On the day of trial, Rani has been 

asked to prove her chastity by giving an ordeal while Appanna goes unquestioned, 
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even unnoticed. Appanna enjoys extra-marital relationship quite openly with the 

concubine and tries to punish Rani severely for the same when she is even 

unconscious and ignorant of the sin of adultery. 

 

Girish Karnad’s Naga-Mandala: A Note on Women Emancipation and 

Empowerment Dr. Rushiraj P. Waghela, Naga-Mandala is an out and out 

feminist drama imprinted out of the rubric of folk legends. It covers the theme of 

woman's destiny, her chastity and societal role and merges it with an unpredicted 

ending latent on double crossing and reviving of old customs. The play narrates 

Rani’s marital journey from marginalized position a central one. It is a simple but 

magical tale that celebrates sensuality from a women’s point of view. Though she 

suffers pain and torture in the beginning of her married life, she achieves a 

respectable position in the end. Commenting on this, Prem Sagar says that we shall 

be "worse than blind Kurudava if we fail to give women their due place in the 

society and worse than Cobra if we fail to appreciate their potential. Rani's and 

Naga's ultimate act of reconciling with the situation is edifying. It is no wisdom to 

remain stuck to the past, when future beckons us." (Prem Sagar "Preface"). 

 

The play tries to understand the role of females from the perspective of male 

psychology. The NAGA in the story represents males mind and soul towards 

females. On one hand the hypocrisy of males toward females is symbolically 

shown through the character of Appanna who himself indulges in all kinds of 

vanity and liters attitude while expects great honesty from his wife, on the other 

hand the NAGA understands Rani agony and tries to sacrifices his own life in 

order to keep her happy. Another shade of females has been shown through the fact 

that the females are highly vulnerable and can be affected by momentary pleasure. 

Rani represents the place of females in the male dominant society. Women’s place 

in the society has always been under scrutiny right from the days of scriptures to 

the present day of scientific temper. This shuffle of power between both the 

genders is clearly visible in the play NAGA MANDALA. The main interest of the 

leader lies in finding out that Rani’s journey from body to soul will be completed 

or not. Though the play becomes tragic in the end it leaves the hope those females 
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well protected and secure in their own sense. The play also gives hope that male 

sacrifice secures there place even more. 

Simone de Beauvoir, the twentieth-century feminist critic, agrees with the view 

that, “in patriarchy the young girl does not accept the destiny assigned to her by 

nature but; by society yet she does repudiate it completely. Thus, she is „divided 

against herself. The distress of a woman in a patriarchal society in which a man 

enjoys privileges is contrasted with that of a woman who has to be content, with 

only a few left for her. The husband is the one who torments and deserts his wife 

for another woman. Appanna regularly goes to the concubine’s house but he 

doesn‟t have the guilty conscience; instead he wants Rani to obey him as a dumb 

domestic animal. When Rani becomes pregnant, Appanna suspects her of 

committing adultery and beats her. He said, “I swear to you I am not my father’s 

son, if I don’t abort that bastard! Smash into dust right now” (Drags her into the 

street) (32). Karnad expressed the Indian mind set of a husband in the patriarchal 

society, wherein an Indian husband can enjoy any liberty but his wife has no right 

to cross the threshold of her house. Rani knows that Appanna goes to the 

concubine‟s house, but she dares not to pose questions on him because of fear and 

the tradition of respecting the husband. Rani is a typical Indian woman who 

complies with the desires and needs of her husband, adjusting his tyranny without 

out any objection, nonplussed or perplexed by his strange behavior; on the whole 

she is a bird without wings and has been caged in her house. This play showcases 

the agony and anguish experienced by Rani which stands as paradox for the 

predicament of a young girl trapped in the net of the male dominated society. 

Karnad makes an extensive use of myths to frame the plots in his play and also 

skillfully weaves the Psychological, Social and Cultural understanding afforded by 

them. The play Naga-Mandala combines male chauvinism, oppression of women, 

the great injustice done to them by patriarcha l hegemony. Karnad also depicts the 

real life situation prevalent in a village and Rani‟s life is a metaphor for Indian 

women who face their husband as a stranger during day and as a lover during 

night. Myths and folk tales used not only frame the plot but also focus on the 

human psychology and the relationship that exists between them. 
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The analysis of ‘Man- Woman relationship in Karnad’s drama. Serves as the best 

illustration of woman’s place in the society. “marriage is ever unfastened. And an 

acknowledgment of the approvals and good will of the foreigner for conveying 

together the hubby and married woman”. This is clearly seen in the drama where 

snake- lover is seen as a hero in the drama by showing his true love to his beloved. 

Appanna has failed in his relationship with his married woman and the destiny 

makes him to accept Naga’s boy as his aim. The two work forces with different 

characters serve the turn in the drama. and they are direct contrast between each 

other. In a happy household the hubby should ever compromise with the married 

woman and the married woman should compromise with hubby. Thus, after the 

decease of Naga. Appana starts a new life with his married woman Rani. 

Conclusion: - NAGA-MANDALA is not only an excellent example of Girish 

Karnad’s great craft work but also a living tool to estimate the attitude of society 

towards women. The story deals with the dilemma of women and her true place in 

the society. The symbol of lamps and flames sheds conclusive light on the fact that 

females have great sense of desire which is insatiable and cannot parallel by their 

male partners. According to Indian mythology males are givers and females are 

receivers. But this typical mith has been beautifully manipulated by Grish-Karnad. 

In his story NAGA-MANDALA man and women keep on interchanging their 

positions for the sake of each other. Females have always been subjugated by 

males and other social forces. But the fact is that whatever is suppressed bounces 

more when the suppression is released. The story of Rani the manifests the fact that 

males and females are not opposite but complimentary. Females have long been 

denied equal place and honor by males all across the globe. One cannot imagine 

the world without women. They are indispensible for the human excistance and 

durability. The place of women in society generally and usually estimated by their 

male counter parts who themselves are not completely pure and reliable. Girish 

Karnad has typically depicted the place and plight of women through all ages. We 

are surprised after reading the play because it gives a strong moral lesson and 

advocates female rights through mythology. Women symbolically have been given 

the form of lamps and flames. This symbol not only serves a symbolic purpose but 

also widens the scope of the narrative. In modern world all human rights crave for 

the equality of both ganders. But in the heart of hearts the fact remains that females 

are still treated as a second sex.   
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